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By Duncan Lander Duncan

iUniverse, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In
his extravagantly intimate autobiographical novel, Lander
Duncan reconstructs the heart shattering images and
remembrances of the dark, violent, and incoherent first two
decades of his life. PROMISES Seduced by CJ, a sleek-framed
Tuskegee cadet, the mixed-race diabolically beautiful Abigail,
who is the fifteen-year-old daughter of the dean of faculty, sets
this novel in motion when she becomes pregnant. With a
reluctant agreement from her father, Abigail marries CJ and
defiantly departs for his family farm in the Arkansas Delta. CJ
reports for active duty to a segregated Ft. Huachuca in
Arizona. As a powerful chronicle of a time, the novel s sobering
historical backdrop is dramatically revealed through Abigail s
culture collisions and misadventures intersecting with the
harsh, alienating, and unpredictable Delta life and the racial
indignities and clashes that CJ confronts while commanding a
combat anti-demolition company in Europe. SECRETS After
returning home a war hero, humiliation and bitterness eat
away at CJ who must take a demeaning job as a railroad Red
Cap to support his family. CJ s offer of a steadying hand to a
white woman who...
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Without doubt, this is the best job by any writer. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. You may like
how the author write this publication.
-- Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II--  Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II

This ebook is great. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time period. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as
soon as you full looking over this ebook.
-- Sta nton Connelly-- Sta nton Connelly
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